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Fifteenth Meeting 

Wednesday, 30 January 1952, at 9>30 a,m, 

* 
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Dr. i . L, BRAVO, Vice-Chairman 

Dr» J«. N. TOGBA, Vice-chairman 

G. ALIVISATOS 
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Dr, С, van den BERG (Alternate to 
Professor De Laet) 

Dr, F， J, BRADÏ 

Professor G. A» CANAPERIA 
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Designating Country 
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Greéce 

EL Salvador 

Belgium 

United States of America 

Italy 

Dr, S. DAENGSVANG Thailand 

Dr, С. L. GONZALEZ Veneauela 

Dr. S» HAYEK Lebanon 

Dr. J. A , HOJER Sweden 

Dr. F . HURTADO Cuba 

Dr, M. JAFAR Pakistan 

Dré N . KARABUm, Rapporteur Turkey 

Dr, Vf, A, m U N A R A T N E , Rapporteur Ceylon 

Dr, M , MACKENZIE United. Kingdom 

Dr. R . G. PADÜA Philippines 

Mr. B. PICKARD 
Mr. H. GILLE 

Secretary: Гг, Ггоок CHISHOIld 
Director-General 

Dr. Bravo took the Chair ^or the first part^ of the meeting. 



Dr. Bravo, Vice-Chairman, took the Chair for the resumed, discussion on item 

38 of the Agenda, postponed from the previous meeting. 

1. ASSIGNMENTS TO REGIONS: ( contimr-,tion from fourteenth meeting, eootion 7) 

•Пиt.fih Guinea
T
 Greenland r.nd �t’liah Somalilanâ (Item Î8 of the Agondu 

tdo^onts~fB§734 and ЕБ9/34 Add.l) • 

At the request of Ш® СШБШ^ Ьг. DOROLLE, Deputy Director-Geneml, gave a 

summary of the discussion up to the adjournment the previous evening, when the 

question had arisen as to whether Ше applications for assignment to regions in 

respect of Dutch New Guinea, Greenland and the lierritory of SomaliXand under 

Italian administration should bs treated together or separately. 

Dr. van den BERG, alternate to Professor De Iaet, explained that in regard to 

New Guinea there had been no request from the Netherlands Government, but only a 

letter calling attention to a misunderstanding in connexion with Surinam. As New 
‘' • . ' • i .* •• . . . ... « .. > 

Guinea had been included in the Western Pacific area from the beginning, no dis-

cussion or decision by the Board was required. 

.Dr. РАБШ, as Chairman of the Western Pacific Regional Committee, confirmed 

the position in regard to New Guinea。 

Dr. TOCffiA suggested that it would bo of assistance to the Board, in ciLscussing 

the question of allocation to regions of countries the e^aot location of which 

might not be familiar to all members, if the Secretariat could provide a suitable 

map. . •- -
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D r - DüROLEB, after referring to the plan of the regions in Official Records 

No, 30, said that by his request for a map Dr. Togba had called attention to an 
• i . • 

oversight on the part of the Secretariat in submitting the question of New Guinea, 

and asked 1dmt the reference to that territory in document EB9/34 Add.l be deleted. 

GALDERWOOD, alternate to Dr. Brady, suggested that, in view of the 
； 

Deputy Director-GoneraHs explanation, the Board agrso to take note of the letter 

from the Netherlands Government and that the Director-General be asked to 

acknowledge it. 

D r

' ALLmX)D-PAREDES asked if the Board, in accordance vdth the resolution of 

the First World Health Assembly (Official Records No. .13, page 331) and the pro-

visiona of Article 47 of the Constitution, should not have consulted the i^gional 

cofflmittee on the question of whether the territory should remain in the Western 

Pacific area. If his interpretation of Article 47 was correct, he would ask the 

Board to take the resolution of the îlrst World Health Assembly, and the rights of 

non-self-governing territories, into consideiation when deciding questions of 

allocation to regions. 

At the request of the CHAIRMAN, M. Chief, Legal Office, explained how 

the First World. Health Assembly had established a m i n committee on headquarters 

and regional organization, to delimit the different geographical areas and the 

°
0 U n t r i e S i h a t

"
: s h o u l d

 to them. The report of that contótteo was 

given in 1Ш0 Qfilclal Records No. 13, pages 330 and 331. 



The Second World Health Assembly had also discussed the matter and had, made 

certain modifications to the original assignments} for example, Greece, at its 

own request, had been transferred from the Eastern Mediterranean Region to the » 

European Regioru ‘ 

Tho Third World； Health Assombly had not taken any action except in .respect 

of new МешЪоЙ- of the Organization» ” 

ít would therefore appear that the geographical distribution established by . 

the First World Health Assembly, with those áodLfications and additions, could be ' 

taken as generalHy accepte 
• * . 、 . , : • . . . ， � ， 

Dr. ALLWOOD-PAREDES said there -ms still a doubt in his mind and he felt that 

regional committees should be consulted and their views taken into consideration 

• . ‘ • 

before deciding on the assignment of any country to a particular region，in 
» * • . * " • 

accordance with paragraph 4 of the resolution of the First World Health Assembly 

(Ifendbook of Basic Documents, third edition^ page 23). 

M.. ZARB said that the right to delimit geographical regions - subject to 

revision according to Article 44 of the Constitution - rested exclusively with the 

Health Assembly, 

There "was no doubt that advice could be given to the Health Assembly, on the 

question of determination of geographical areas, by any authority ha-ving the com-

petence to express an opinion, e.g# Member States, the Executive Board and regional 

committees., The views of regional oominittees could be expressed through the 

delegates to the Health Assembly of the countries ttet were members of the regional 

committee. 
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Dr, DOROLLE said that the legal indications given by M. Zarb would be useful 

in helping the Board, to arrive at a decision. 

In reply- to Dr. Allwood-F&redes, he said, that if the Board had wished to have 

the views of the Regional Committee, which, as M. Zarb had explained, not an 

obligation, thsy could have been obtained, at the last session of tho 

Regional Committee for tho Western faolfio, T7hlch Nethorlonde offteiale 

ropreeonttng New Guinea had takûn part and votod, and had Jmlaod no objootion to 

tho inclusion of the territory in that region. 

Dr. ALLW0C3D-PAREDES said he i»as satisfied with the Deputy Director-General‘ s 

explanation. 

i ' • 
Dr. HURTADO said tiiat Dr. Allwood-I^redBS had referred to a specific text which 

must havo an exact interpretation. The legal interpretation might be different, 

but he felt that the literal interpretation left no room for doubt that the regional 

committees were intended, to be consulted before a decision -was taken. He considered 

that tho KKittor required more detailoa study глй that the question raistíü Ъу 

Pr, АИтюой-Parodcs had not been satisfactorily ijasT;cred.‘ 

He concluded by saying that he was not asking for an additional right for 
- “ ‘ . • '< 

the regions but for the observation of those conferred by the Health Assembly in 

a specific resolution. 
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D r
. DOROLLE said that the question which had been raised touched on the rights 

and obligations of Associate Members and other territories. The ExecutiTO Board 

vas asked to submit a report in accordance with the pro-visions of paragraph 4 on 

page 23 of the Handbook of Basic Documents (third edition)• The question of the 

rights and obligations of Associate Members had been submitted, to the Board under 

item 37 of the Agenda and the doouracnt already submitted at tho previous meeting 

(ÉB9/5), in which a possible revision of the rights and obligations of Associate 

Members and other territories vías envisaged., had been approved without discussion, 

the Board having considered that there had not been sufficient oxperienco to make 

any recommendation for changes to the Health Assembly. 

Under the rules of Procedure of the Board, a two-thirds majority would be 

needed to reopen that question. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the paragraph to which Dr. Dorolle had referred in the 

Handbook of Basic Documents seemed clearly to indicate that the Executive Board was 

entitled, and indeed obliged, to give an opinion on the matter. 
• : ‘ 

Br. JAF.AR asked if the question of tho rights of dependent territories had boon 

reviewed siiice the décision of the First World Health Assembly. Referring to page 

22 of the Handbook of Basic Documents, he said it would appear from the preamble 

that it had originally been intendsd, under the Constitution, to give some rights 

to those territories. 



Mr. C A L � W O O D thought there was some confusion between - a t were two 

separate questions. The article of the ^ i t u t i o n quoted by Dr. Allwood-Paredes 

r e f
erred to the rights of Associate Members or dependent territories in respect 

o f r e g
ional committees, which was quite different from the question of assignment 

o f
 countries to regions, the former question was dealt m t h in � e resolution of 

the Second World Health Assembly to which Dr. Dorolle had referred, and which the 

Board had decided at the previous meeting did _ need any revision at the 

present time. The question of assignment to regions ^ one for the Health 

Assembly to decide. 

Dr• KARUNAEATNE moved the closure of the debate• 

The motion was seconded by Dr. DAENGSVANG and supported by Dr. HAYEK. 

Decision： The motion was adopted by 10 votoe to 3 wtth 2 
abstentions. 

DQROILE asked the Board to approve his request that the reference to 

New Guinea be deleted from document EB9/34 Add.l. 

Decision: W 14 votes to 3, tho Воогй ûfireeâ to the request. 
* 1 " 1 

The СШШШШ then asked the Board to consider first the request of the 

�talian Government that the territory of Soma.iland under its administration be 

included in the Eastern Mediterranean Region, to which the territories under 

British and й-ench administration respectively had already been assigned, and 

t h e n
 the request of the Danish Government that Greenland be included in the 

European Region• 



A l e n g t h discussion followed, during which several members expressed, 

their viewsi. some stating that there was not yet sufficient information 

available to enable the Board to make a recommendation to the Health Assembly. 

'Dr. HAYEK, considering that the two territories should be dealt with at the 

same time, proposed that a recommendation be made to the Health Assembly that the 

applications b© granted „ 

The proposal Isras seconded by Mr. GALEEWfOOD. 
‘ . � • • ‘ ^ ‘ . ‘ 

Dr. K A R U N � T N E felt that there was not sufficient information available with 

respect to Greenland to enable the Board to take a decision^ and proposed that 

the Secretariat be asked to nake a further study and report to the next session 

of the Board. 
ч • 

The proposal was seconded by Dr. ALLWOOD-RARKDES, -who suggested that 
� . . 

information be sought from the Danish Government. 

The DIRECTOR -GENERAL said that there was no' statistical information readily-

available concerning the econqmic and other relations between Greenland and North 

iinerica on the one hand and between Greenland and Europe on the othor^ but 

according to general knowledge all other contacts - cultural, civil transportation, 

etc. - were with Europe «, ' • 

Dr. HOJER recommended that the Board recommend the proposal in respect of 

Greenland to the Health Assembly. 
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The CHAIRMAN, considering that the two territories should be treated 

separately, asked if the Board would agree to recommend that the .Italian 

Government 's request in respect of Somaliland be granted. 
t -

Decision; The Board unanimously agreed to make the recommendation. 

Ur, H/iYEK maintained his proposal for including Greenland, in the European 

area, and the CHAIRMAN then put the two proposals to the vote, taking first the 

proposal of Dr. Karunaratne that further information be requested. 

Decisions： (l) Tho proposc.1 of Dr.. Karunaratne wxs rejeoted by 
9 votes to 2 -nith 3 abstentions, 

(2) The ргорозп1 of Dr
t
 Hayek wis adopted Ъу 12 votes 

to 3 with 2 abstentions. 

Professor PavlBot took the Chair. 

2 . TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS AT FUTURE HEALTH ASSEMBLIES: Item 6 of the Agenda 
(Document ЕШ/87) 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that, in accordance with ths decision of the Fourth 

World Healtb Assembly (resolution ¥HA4.9) that the technical discussions held 

during its session be continued at aubsequorA Health Assemblies, the Executive 

Board at its eighth session had selected the subjects for such discusaiong： at the 

Fifth World Health Assembly (resolution EB8,.R24). He then opened discussion on 

document ЕШ/87, relating to the preparations for the disûussions. 



Professor S A P E R I A , reÍBrring -sub ject^' proposed' for discussion, 

said that, although there was a proposal to limit each discussion group to 

2o members, there was no reference in the document to the composition of the 

groups and the type of discussion; he asked for further information. 

D r
, CHU, Chief, Public Health Administration Section, at the Chairman's 

» 

'request, explained that the doctunent had teen intended as a brief report on the 

preparatory steps taken for the technical discussions, in accordance "with thq. 

resolution adopted by the Board at its eighth session. Tiia first day would bo 

devoted to a presentation of tho eoonomio valuo of pruvontive modioine, to Ъе 

followed on the next day, or days, by aore detailed discussion on the methodology 

of health protection of local areas. , 

A working party had been set up to do the preparatory work and, as a result 

of its discussions, a circular letter had been sent to Member Governments, 

giving background information on the second part of the proposed discussion. 

It was hoped that by the end of February sufficient replies would have been 

received for the Secretariat to have the necessary information to make an 

analysis and prepare a document and provisional agenda, which would be submitted 

for consideration and approval to the RLfth World Health Assembly as a basis 

for the technical- discussions. 

Regarding the first topic of the discussion, as the Executive Board had 

clearly wished it to be devoted to a general presentation, and in the light 



of the experience gained at the Fourth World Health Assembly, it had been 

suggested that an- evening session be organized for the presentation of the 

subject of the economic value of preventive medicine, for which Professor 

Winalow<s monograph
 v

Thc Coat of Sickness r.nd the Erloe of Health. ' would torn 

the ]jr.sla of disoussion
c 

Tho i.'orking party had further suggested, in order to present ovozy aspeert, 

social anâ economic as well as putlic-her-lthj that it might Ъе aàvisafelo 

.to ixwlto one or more experts to speak on socir.l and econondo ргоЫскш ûs related 
t 

to publio-health, thus providing information additional to that prosenteâ in the 

monograph. The question of the identity and number of speakers to Ъо imlted 

had not Ъоеп considered,, 

Professor GANAPbEIA, referring to the last sentence but one of the report 

before the Board, asked how the groups,, which were to be limited to. 20 members, 

were to be divided, and how many ^r^ups there would be. 

Dr. CHU said that the decision to limit groups to aenbsrg 

had been based on the experience of the Fourth Health Assombly, vhoro it had Ъоеп 

found that free exchange cf views and spontaneous discussion were not feasible 

. i 

in larger groups. Facilities would be available for five groups of 20 

participants. The subject-matter to be discussed by the groups would depend on 

• 4 、 

the information submitted by Member Óovermients》 it was therefore impossible to 

draw up an agenda at the present time • It was hoped that all the information 



would have been received by the end of February, which would permit the 

Secretariat to dravi up a preliminary agenda for subnission to the Assembly. 

Professor CANÂPERIA said that it had been -easy to divide the .subject chosen 

£ o T
 technical discussions at the Fourth Health Assembly into separate parts for 

discussicm by different groups� he did not see hov^ the present subject could be 

so divided. ‘ 

Dr, -ащчтг said that he appreciated the point raised by Professor 

Canaperia. He suggested that it might be possible tc set ùp small working groups 

and to refer to them certain matters such as health protection.for rural 

populations� if one group were to discuss this question, another group night • 

discuss health protection for urban populations. The former question was of.the 

greatest Importance'to many countries and, particularly, to those of Latin 

America. . . . � 

Dr. m A V O emphasized the importance of the remarks of Dr. González and 

supported his proposal. 

. . D r 。 v a n den BERG said there vrore various trays in which the subject could be 

divided among the various groups. He suggested that,.. bearing in mind、the 

proposal, of Dr. Gonzalez and the factor of language, it night be possible to set 

up three groups, English’ French- and Spanish-speaking, each of which would, 

discuss, either as a vvhole or in two sub-groups, health protection of (a) rural 

populations and (b) urban populations. 



Dr., HOJEE proposed that the document before the Board should Ъе approved 

without amendment
 #
 He suggested^ however^ that it might Ъе veil for the groups 

to produce reports and unite in a plenary session at the end of the technical 

discussions to consider them. 

It vas explained that such vas the procedure envisaged
0 

Dr
e
 HURTADO said that the technical discussions at the Fourth World Health 

Assembly had been 021 the administrative rather than the aceidemic p l a m . He vas glad 

to see that a more abstract topic had been chosen for the technical discussions 

at the Fifth World Health Assembly
;
 since that would permit a more academic 

approach
e
 He believed that the best procedure vould Ъе for official statements 

and the statements of officially invited speakers to be made and discussed in 

plenary session� subsequeritly； groups could Ъе set up to discuss usaful 

applications of the doctrines evolved
e
 He agreed with Dr. Gonzalez in 

emphasizing the importance of health protection in rural areas； Veneauàla飞鄉s _ 

an excellent example of the success of preventive medicine in such areas^ 

particularly in the eradication of malaria； and the main item� for- consideration 

at the first Inter—American Sanitary Congress, to Ъе held in 1952，would be 

health protection in ruraX areas. He agreed that the groups participating in 

the technical discussions should be limited to about 20 members. 

The CHAIRMAN was sure the Director-General would note the suggestions 

-which had been made and
;
 bearing them in mind, would make as satisfactory 

aiTangements as had been made for technical discussions at the 
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last Health Assembly• He agreed with Dr. Hbjer and Dr. Hurtado•about the necessity 

for a plenary session� as veil as working groups
;
 for the technical discussions� by 

that procedure； it would be possible to receive reports on detailed aspects of the 

subject and a report which would give a general picture of the diseussion• He proposed, 

therefore, that the Secretariat should be left to make the arrangements for the 

technical discussions but that it should Ъе requested to send the preliminary agenda^ 

as soon as it vas dr%vn up, to members of the Board for their comment. 

Dr. PADUA asked whether the Director-General would include in the preliminary agenda 

any reference to debilitating diseases such as malaria, tuberculosis and malnutrition» 

He was prompted to ask this question because those factors must Influence the cost of 

preventive medicine and he understood that an evaluation of preventive medicine must 

take into account not only the cost to the State of maintaining the individual in good 

health but also the benefit to the State resulting from the individuales increased 

working capacity• 

‘ ' ' • • . • - . • , 

Dr, CHU said that the purpose of the circular letter had been precisely to secure 

information on costs of local health services. It was not intended to refer to malaria, 

tuberculosis and malnutrition as such； but those subjects would be considered vithin 

the framework of discussions on health services for local areas•‘ 

Dr. GONZALEZ asked for the preliminary agenda to Ъе circulated not only to the member 
• ^ . i .. ‘ 

of the Board but also to the health administrât ions of Member States so that delegates to 

the Health Assembly could consider carefully "beforehand the matters to Ъе discussed. 

He had one further point he wished to raise: the health administration in Venezuela had 

not understood from the circular letter that information on particular campaigns against 

disease should Ъе included in its reply� he would like further clarification from the 

Secretariat. 
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Dr. KAEUNAEATKE asked for information regarding the cost of holding the 
.i ‘ ‘ 
、•——..’ ‘•. • . . •. 

technical discussions. 

Dr. CHU said that the exact figure was not available^ but it would include three "‘ 

additional days of session for the Health Assembly and the expenses for the invited 

speakers. 

The CHAIRMAN said that he had been informed by the Secretariat that note had been 

taken of the first point raised by Dr. Gonzalez； as to the second,, it would.Ъе carefully 

considered. He proposed that document EB9/87 should be approved on the understanding 

that the Director-General would bear in mind the different suggestions and observations 

which M d been made concerning it. He thanked Dr, Chu for the information, hie had given. 

“ . ‘ 

Decision: The proposal of the Chairman was adopted. 

• ‘ •'. • .； 

3. POPULATION PEOBLEMS: Item 11 of the Agenda (documents EB9/16，EB9/69，EB9/96, 
EB8/50) 

The CHAIRMAN said that the representative of the United Nations had asked for an 

opportunity to make a statement on the matter� he therefore gave him the floor. 

Mr. PICKAKD, Liaison Section, European Office of the United Nations, said that in 

view of the great interest of the United Nations (exemplified by its Population Commission 

and.in other ways) in the problems of population, the Secretary-General thought that the 

Executive Board of WHO might like to hear an explanation concerning the nature'of that 

interest. • Accordingly.the Population Division of the UN Secretariat had asked 

M r � lialvor Gille, a member of that division,, to cone to Genera for this purpose. 

Mr. GILLE, Social Affairs Officert Population Division, United Nations, said 

tliat he was grateful for the ppportunity to attend this meeting of the 

Executive Board and to review the working relationships between WHO and the 



Population Division in the field of population. íThe Economic and Social 

Council of the United Nations hod adoptod, at its third aoeaion, the following 

> « ‘ 

terms of reference for the Population Commission: 

The Population Commission shall arrange for studies and advise the -

Couaoil on： 
« • 

(a) Population changes, the factors associate with such chang&e, . 

and .the policies designed to Influence these factors； 

(b) Interrolútionahápa of economic and social conditions and 
• * j . ' . j 

' . . . 

population trends； 
• . • " 

(c) Migratory movements of population and factors associated with 

such movements； 

⑷ Any other population problems on which the principal or subsidiary 

organs of the United Nations or the specialized agencies may 

seek advice, 

WHO, however, was obviously also concerned vith certain kinds of population 

problems, In order to avoid overlapping and to establish close co-operation, 

correspondence vas continuing at the secretariat level between the Population 

Division of the United Nations and WHO. 

The Population Division had made certain suggestions with regard to its 

future vorking relationships with WHO, in three major fields: mortality studies, 

fertility stxidies and technical assistance, WHO was concerned with mortality 

as a problem of public health and medicine� the United Nations was concerned 

vith it as a factor of population change and vith its economic and social 

consequences. A definite division of responsibilities would probably be 

'unworkable^ but the following areas of concentration might Ъе suggested: for WHO, 

studies of the causes of illness and death and of the means of controlling 
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disease and reducing mortality rates、-rápeles ¿ � � . l y ' m g v p í ? . � — 

» 

of medicine and of public health� for the United Nations
;
 studies of the 

influence of mortality upon population trends an,- of the social and eGenomic 

causes and oonseque^e.s of variations in mortality. - stuaics Insepart^lo from 

the nntted Nations programe of rose.?.rch on the social ar.â eccxaomlc, ̂изролts、. 

of population problème. The United Nations was concerned with fertility as an 

important factor of population change » 

It would seem to be in line vith the general interests of WHO to stuày the 

medical and health aspects of fertility. Accordinglythe . folloving division 

of responsibilities might be suggested: for WHO, studies of. health problems 

resulting ;£«-от exeess fertility) medical aspects of the methods of family-

limitation, and causes and treatment of sterility� for the United. Nations,, studies 

of the social； ec5nomic and psychological factors affecting fertility； the 

« • • 

effects of variations in fertility upon population trends and n->on social and 

economic -C<mditloias^~an<i~the~jneiAods--of Tneasurlng. tiie effectiveness of means of 

family limitation. 

In-the field of technical assistance the division of responsibilities shoiad 

parallel that in the field of research^ The following areas • of eonoentration ‘ 

ve re suggested: for WHO； assistance in establiRhir.g and '、-orxductiüg clinics 

providing sontraceptire information and advice, where auch asaiatance was 

requested by governments, and experiments regarding the effiea®y of methpds from 

a medical point of view� for the United Nations, assistance in obtaining baisic 

social》 esonomic and. demographic information for determination and iKpleroentation 

of population policies； the planning of records of the experience of any clinics 
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vhich might Ъе established or paperiments which might Ъе conducted with the ¡ 

assistance of WHO, and assistance to governments in analyzing data so obtained. 

It was obvious that work, in this field should be so co-ordinated between the two 

agencies as to constitute a single project. 

There vere many studies in which co-operation between WHO and the United Nations 

vould Ъе very i m p o r t a n t � i n that connexion he would like to refer to two studies 

outlined in document EB9/l6. In collaboration with, the Indian Government, the 

United Hâtions Population Commission intended to undertake two types of investigation 

(document EB9/l6, page 5, sub-paragraphs (1) and (2) at the top of the page). An 

examination of available statistics had not yet been initiated. Field studies had been 

in course of preparation for some time and would Ъе carried out as sample surveys. The 

site chosen for the investigations vas % s o r e , vhich. was a compact geographical and 

political ujiit with a population of about seven million persons^ a xmit vhich epitomized 

the average agricultural and industrial development in India. The field survey, at 

present^ covered only certain zonee of the State and its results would not therefore mafo 

it possible to estiaate the birth and death rates for the entire State; the Indian 

Government^ however, looked upon the project as a continuing oae and it was likely that 

the survey would be extended to the remaining areas of Mysore in the near future, 

Three sets of schedules vould Ъе used in the field surveys a household schedule
> 

a fertility schedule, and a Tillage schedule. 

Th© purpose of the household schedule and the items to Ъе included, in it 

vere outlined in document EB9/16, page 5. Pre-testing of this schedule had 

taken place in certain areas during August and September 1951• It seemed that 

births and de at lis liad been reported viun considerable accuracy, but a final report 



of the pre-test results was not yet available. The full survey on the household 

schedule would start during the present month (January 1952)。 The purpose of the 

fertility schedule was outlined in document EB9/16, pages 3 to 4 � it should be noted 

t h a t U W a S P l a n n e d t 0 i n G l u d e a d e t a i l e d

 Pregnane history, information on attempts at 

family Imitation and questions on knowledge of methods, of family limitation. The 

S U r V e y W

°
U l d

 P
r e s

� � begin the following month and would be applied to a sub-sample 

of women aged between 18 and 35 and married only once. An outline of the survey to be 

carried out on the village schedule was given in document EB9/16, page 4. 

The United Nations Population Commission expected that the survey.in India would 

be the forerunner of several similar surveys. In the report of its sixth session, 

adopted by the Economic and Social Council, the following request was to.the... 

Secretary-Generalj 

’ ‘ • , • 

"....within the limit of the resources available � � p v - , 1 n-̂ n 
possibilities of -undertaking similar studies at the "¡q^st o f g S t e n t s 

S L S o L n
t a t

f
 +

\
n d i n c o l l a b o

^ i o n with the g o v e r J n t s c o n o f r ^ d ' n d ^ith 

,. .• . ‘ » • • -

Another field in which close co-operation between the United Nations and WHO was 

important was that of the pilot studies on the acceptability and effectiveness of the. 

"
S a f e

'
P e r Í O d

"
 m e t h

°
d

 °
f f a r a i 1

^ C i t a t i o n , carried out in b d x a with the assistance oí 

� 0 (ÉB9/96). The Population Division of the United Nations considered it of 

importance that the results should be measured to obtain positive knowledge on the 

acceptability of this method to Indian married couples. It would not be possible to 

measure the results of such an experiment unless there was a control group as well aa tho 
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experimentai one. It was desirable to select a gro\q> of control villages 

similar to those in vhlch the co-operating couples livedj a con^arison of 

the changes in the experimental group with those in the control group would shov 

vhat had been acconrplished Ъу this method of family limitation. 

The United Nations office for population studies in India under 

Dr. Cbandrasekaran would Ъе villixig to assist in the selection of a control 

gro\5> to match the experimental group and in tho planning of the analytical 

procedure but, since his resources ware limited, It might Ъе necessary to obtain 

further assistance. 

To conclude, it was certain that both WHO and the United Nations would 

benefit from active collaboration in studies relating to demographic matters
e 

The practice, initiated, in the infant mortality project, of joint studies to which 

each agency contributed parts relating to the subjects in its fields of interest^ 

could advantageously Ъе. continued. The Population Division of the United 

Nations would welcome contributions from WE© to studies such as thet planned 

on mortality in relation to population trends in the Far East,and vould gladly 

reciprocate by contributing to WHO reports dealing, for example, with the 

demographic effects of public health prograames. Full collaboration should be 

ensured by consultation at the planning stage on projects which might overlap 

the field of interest of the other agency. The Population Commission had already 

at its lest session mentioned à great many projects vrtiich should be carried out 

in consultation with WHO (EB8/5O, page 5), Further consideration might aleo 

be given to the''possibilities of collaboration In health demonstration area 

projects. 
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An excess birthrate must never be consiâered by itself； it must always 

Ъе viewed.in relation to the probabilities ôf survival
v

and of average life. 

The lengthening of the average life vas due not only to decreases in infantile 

mortality but a,lso to decreases in morbidity
;
 y^t survival tables showed that 

the relationship betveen the. numbers of children and óf old people had decreased 

from, seven, or eight children for "one oia person to four children^, in шаззу 

countries i tills obviously meant that the population was growing older， 

particularly, in civilized countries. It might Ъё that an unavoidable 

consequence ôf the iBrtrodaction of contraceptive•methods voulà be the aging 

of the race. He believed that to introduce those methods to under-developed 

peoples was tantamount to giving them weapons vith which to commit suicide. 

The only method
;
 in his opinion, of dealing with population problems was to 

raise the level of life� that was a slov procedure but it was not in conflict 

with natural lav, 

He proposed therefore that the question of excess birthrcite should be 

considered in conjunction with the increase in average life in the countries 

concerned and the classification Ъу age of their population� out of those 

studies., a vay should Ъе found to diminish the birth rate，vithout damaging 

the biological force of the country or accelerating the aging of its 

population
# 

• ‘ 

Dr. HAYEK said that the Board had already ct*rfsid©red tho matter, as 

evidenced by resolution EB8,E56j it was unquestionably a problem of great 

inmortalice • He considered that it had two main aspects 一 medico-social and 

economic, With regard to the first aspect, he drew the attention, of the Board 
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to the views expressed by the Indian Planning'• Cbmmi s s ion.
;
 quoted in document 

EB9/16, pages 10 and 11； those wishes had beôn. partially realized and that 

fact seemed to exclude ацу recourse to" other means of limiting the excessive 

growth of populations.‘ Yôt it Vas doubtful whether excess population was the 

only reason which prevented people from attaining a suTflciently high standard 

of life and, even if it vere certain, it was (luestlonatle whether sterilization 

and contraception were methods vhlch should be recormended by WHO, He personally 

believed that they should be rejected as harmful to the health of -eho romaa and 

contrary to the laws of nature. It was not necessary to go into detail regarding 

the harm caused to the feminine organism by mechanical and chemical agents, but it 

migtít Ъе timely to recall that medico-psychic troubles often resulted and that 

the entire nervous system was frequently affected. Contraceptive practices 

caused married couples to lose sight of the true aim of their union, and if, in 

spite of precautions
}
 there was a pregnancy^ they were not reluctant to consider 

,abortion. ‘ 

In addition to those consideratioñs， it must Ъе remembered that the dignity 

of the union between man and woman vas impaired by the practices and was reduced 

to the level of the satisfaction of an instinct so that the very foundation oí 

marriage was destroyed in the replacement of family duty Ъу physical pleasure. 

This was not a cause to which the Organization should give its assistance. 

Ëven if the experiment of family planning achieTed the anticipated results in 
• • • . . . 

India〉 it would not Ъе any cause for satisfaction. Instead of trying to teach 、 

practices which went against nature, efforts should Ъе made to strengthen the 

willpower of men so that^ when economic, medical or social circumstances made it 

necessary, they could practise the "safe period form"of family limitation； which 

was completely harmless. 
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Oa the economic aspect of the problem^ he believed that, although the 

increase in the birthrate had outpaced economic production in certain regions, 

it тга-s not true to say that it had outpaced the possibilities of production. 

T h e
 economio situation of under-developed countries was certainly vorse than it 

should Ъе, considering the potential wealth present； but tha.4; was mainly due 

tó financial or material obstacles^ such as the lack of necessary capital or the 

monopolization of fortune ia the hands of a fev people. There vere certainly 

natural and artificial sourcea of production vhich cóuld still Ъе exploited, and 

even an increasing population could find the means to reach a higher level of 

life if the assistance of specialized agencies； national authorities and 

philanthropic organizations veïe concentrated on making education -widespread and 

on ameliorating the general economic and social situation. Efforts vüich had 

already been made showed what could be achieved. therefore the problem vas not 

a purely material one， it was also a moral one. Family limitation^ if it were 

necessary in certain countries， should be achieved by means vhich vere not 

contrary to nature, but other methods vere necessary to achieve a higher standard 

0
f u f e for those populations • E© believed that a mixed comittee of experts 

should Ъе set up to consider ,the problems and that its members should be drawi 

from all the interested agencies: the United Nations Population Commission, 

DWESCD, ILO, the Technical Assistance Board tod tbe Economic and Social Council, 

He proposed therefore that the ^oard should adçpt tbe ípilowing resolution: 

‘Tbe. Executive Boardj, 

Beferriïl^ to its resaiuti»» S B S . E ^ � iñxiah 4»àls with population 

problems； 

Considering the import^npe of this question, 



TAKES NOTE of documents EB9/16 and EB9/96, which contain information 
supplied by the Director-General; 

INVITES the Director-General to make a detailed report to the Board 
regarding the technical aspect of the problem of family planning;. 

PROPOSES at the same time to the Fifth World Health Assembly that it 
should recommend to the United Nations, and in particular to the' Economic 
and Social Council, that this question should be studied actively in co-
operation vdth the specialized agencies concerned, and.that it suggest to 

-sLo Eootwpio апЗ Soolüi Соилс«. tha тЬ^ЫЫш^М oí a' Jolró d o m i n é e of 
exporte solscteü Ъу the United étions o M the specialized agencies. 

Professor CANAPERIA said that it would appear that WHO was now at a crossroads 

in health policy and was faced with an important decision on a matter of some 

delicacy, the repercussions of which were certain to be widespread. He did not 

intend to make a further examination of docuraent EB9/16, since that had already 

been done by the previous speakers, byt ho wished to make one obsèrvation. There 

was a reference in the document to sterilization as a method of contraception. 

Sterilization was not only contrary to the beliefs of many countries, which con-

sidered it an assault on the individuality of the human person, but evoked 

memories of practices carried out, not on medical grounds, but for racial and 

political reasons. He wished, however, to deal with the subject from tho legal 

and constitutional point of view, A proposal that an expert committee be set up 

to study population problems, especially in relation to xmduly heavy increases, 

had been submitted to the Third ^Torld Health Aaaembly and had been rejected, after, 

considerable discussion, by 30 votes to l
s
 There was no question as to the 

general opinion of the Assembly on that occasion, as ôould be seen from the reports 

of the discussion in Official Records No. 28. It had been stated that family 
« 

planning was contrary to the beliefs of various nations and that it was not merely 

a health question but involved social, moral, economic and political aspects. 
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Yet, in the document before the Board, it was stated that WHO was engaged in a 

pilot study, in collaboration with the Government of India, on family planningj 

that was strange in view of the clearly expressed wishes of the Third World Health 

Assembly, Under those circumstances, he considered that the Board was not in a 

position to take any decision in this matterj the question must be referred to 

the Health Assembly. The policy laid down by the Third World Health Assembly was 

t h a t
 who should collaborate with the United Nations in the field of demographyj 

it was clearly not intended that YfflO should adopt a position in the matter which 

was at variance with the Assembly's expressed wishes. He could not, therefore, 

accept the draft resolution submitted by Dr, Hayek, and requested that the 

Director-General submit a detailed study to the Hsalth Assembly, 

After various speakers had moved that discussion be adjourned until the 

statement made by Mr. Gillé was available in writing, a proposal was made that 

this statement be included verbatim in a document; Ше proposal was put to the 

vote and rejected. A further proposal was made thaï» a brief summary of the 

statement should be circulated j this was also put to the vote and rejected. 

It was finally agreed that the relevant portion of the minutes of the meeting 

should, be used as a working paper, when discussion was reopened» 

The CHAIRMAN then thanked the representatives of the United Nations.for their 

contribution to the discussion on this matter;, the close attention devoted to it 

by the Board should prove the Board's considerable interest and earnest desire to 

assist in finding a solution to the problabe» 

(For oontinuation of à^
C
ji_s_g_i_guçg^4afe^£^Lja

e e t i n

R，seotipn.lj 

The meeting rose_at 1
9
10 p.m. 
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D r
. BRAVO, Vice-Chairman, took the Chair for the resumed discussion on item 

38 of the Agenda, postponed from the previous meeting. 
» 

1. ASSIGNMENTS TO REGIONS: Applications in respect of Dutch New
 G u i

J
e a

> 
Greenland and Italian Soraalilandt Item 38 of the Agenda (documents EB9/34 
and EB9/34 Add.l) 

At the request of the СШ1ШЩ Dr. DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, gave a 

suranaiy of the discussion up to the adjotirnraent the previous evening, when the 

question had arisen as to whether the applications for assignment to regions in 

respect of Dutch New Gvdnea, Green^nd and the territory of Somaliland under 

Italian actainistratidn should be treated together or separately. 

Dr. van den BERG, alternate to Professor De Laet, explained that in regard to 

New Guinea there had been no request from the Netherlands Government, but only a 

letter calling attention to a misunderstanding in connexion with Surinam. As New 

Guinea had been included in the Western Paoific area from the beginning, no dis-

cussion or decision by the Board was required. 

Dr. PADUAj as Chairman of the Western Pacific Regional Committee, confirmed 

the position in regard to New Guinea. 
• » 

Dr。 TOGBA suggested that it would be of assistance to the Board, in discussing 

the question of allocation to regions of countries the exact location of which 

might not be familiar to all members, if the Secretariat could provicte a suitable 

map. 



Dr. DOROLEE, after referring to the plan of the regións in Official Record 

No. 30, said that Ъу his request for a map Dr. Togba had called attention to an 

oversight on the part of the Secretariat in submitting the question of New Guinea, 

and asked that the reference to that territory in document EB9/34 Add.l Ъе deleted. 

Mr« CAIDERWOC®, alternate to Dr. Brady, suggested that, in view of the 

Deputy Director-General» s explanation, the Board agree to take note of the letter 

from the Netherlands Government and that \he Director-C3eneral be asked to 

acknowledge it. 

Dr. ALLWOOD-PAREDES asked if the Board, in accordance vdth the resolution of 

the First World Health Assembly (Offioial Records No. 13, page 331) and the pro-
• • 

visions of Article 47 of the Constitution, shoiild not have oonsulted the regional 

• • • . / ‘ 
committee on the question of whother the territory should romain In the Western 

Pacific area. If his interpretation of Artiale 47 was correct, he would ask the 

Board to take the resolution of the First World Health Assembly, and the rights of 

non-self-governing territories, into consideration when deciding questions of 

allocation to regions# 

At the request of the CHAIRMAN, M. ZâRB, Chief, Legal Office, explained how 

the First World Health Assembly had established a main committee on headquarters 

and regional organization, to delimit the different geographical areas and the 

countries that should be assigned to them* The report of that committee was 

given in ШЮ Official Records No. 13, pages 330 and 331. 



The Second World Health Assembly had also discussed the ш � t e r and had made 

certain modifications to the original assignmentsi for example^ Greece, at its 

own request, had beon transferred from the Eastern Mediterranean region to the 

European region. 

Tho Third World Health Assembly had not taken any action except in respect 

of new Members of the Organization, 

�� would therefore appear that the geographical distribution established by 

the First Yforld Health Assombly, -with those modifications and additions, could be 

taken as generally accopted. 

Dr» ALLWOCD-PAREDES said there was still a doubt in his mind and he felt that 

regional committees should Ъе consulted and their views taken into consideration 

before deciding on the assignment of any coimtry to a particular region^ in 

accordance with paragraph 4 of the resolution of tho First World Health Assembly 

(Ifandbook of Basic Documents^ third Edition, page 23 )• 

ZARB said that the right to delimit geographical regions 一 subject to 

revision according to Article 44 of the Constitution - rested exclusively with tho 

Health Assembly» 

There -was no doubt that advice could Ъе given to the Health Assembly, on the 

question of de tormina tion of geographical areas, by any authority having the com— 

patonce to express an opinion, e
e
g. Member States, the Executive Board and regional 

committoes^ Tho views of regional committees could be expressed through the 

delegates to the Health Assembly of tho countries that -were members of the rcgional 

committees* 



- . • . . . -• •. 

DOROLtE said that the legal indications given Ъу M。 Zarb would be useful 
. • . . V ‘ 

in helping the Board to arxivo at a ctecision.e 

In reply to Dr. Allwcod-Baredes, he said that if the Board had "wished to have 

the views of the Regional CoimnitteGj which，аз M。 Zarb had explained, was not an 
• • : . • - • 

obligatioxij they could bavt� been obtained at the last meeting of the Western Pacific 

Regional Comnittee, in which Netherlands officials representing New Guinesi had 

• ‘ . • ' - . -., ‘ • • • • . 

taken part and voted, and had raised no objection to the inclusion of the 

territory in that region, 

Dr» ALLWOOD-PAREDES said he -was satisfied with the Deputy Director-General's 

explanation. 

Dr。 HURTADO said that Dr. Allwood Paredes had referred to a specific text which 

must have an exact interpretation. The legal interpretation might be different, 

but ho felt that the literal i.ntsrprstation left no room for doubt that the. regional 

coramittees were intended to be consulted before a dacision via s taken。 

H e

 considered that the matter required more detailed study and that the 

question raised by Dr. Allwood-^rodes had not been satisfactorily answered. 

He concluded by saying that he was not asking for an additional right for 

the regions but for the observs-tlon of those conferred by the Health Assembly in 

a specific resolution^ 



• 

Dr. DOROLLE said that the question which had been raised touched, on the rights 

and obligations of Associate Members and other territories. The ExBCuti-vo Board 

was asked to submit a report in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 4 on 

page 23 of the Handbook of Basic Documents (Third Edition)• Tho question of the 

rights and obligations of Associate Members had beon submitted to the Board undor 

item 37 of the Agenda and the dooioment already subraittod at tho previous meeting 

(EB9/5)j in which a possible revision of tho rights and obligations of Associate 

Members and other territories шз envisaged，had been approved without discussion, 

the Board having considorod that there had not been sufficient oxperience to шке 

any rocommandation for changes to tho Health Assombly. 

Under the rules of Proco dur。of the Board, a two-thirds majority would bo 

nee do d to reopen that question^ 

The CHAIRMAN said that tho paragraph tc which Dr. Dorollo had roferrod in tho 

Handbook of Basic Documents seomod clcarly to indicate that the Executive Board -was 

entitled, and indeed obliged^ to give an opinion on the matter. 

Dr. JAFAR asked if the question of tho rights of dependent territorios had beon 

reviowGd since the décision of the First World Health Assembly^ Referring to page 

22 of the Шпфоок of Basic DofeuiiiGnts，he said it would appear from the preamble 

that it had originally been intendod^ under tho Constitution, to give some rights 

to those territories. 



M r . CALDERITOOD thought there was some confusion between what were Uio 

separate questions. The article of the Constitution quoted by Dr. Allwood-Paredes 

referred to the rights of Associate Members or dependent territories in respect 

to regional coramittees, which was quite different from the question of assigment 

of countries to regions) the former question was dealt Tdth in the resolution of 

the Second World Health Assembly to which Dr• Dorolle had referred, and which the 

Board had decided at the previous meeting did not need any revision at the 

present time‘ The question of assignment to regions was one for the Health 

Assembly to decide. 

Dr. KARUNARATNE moved the closure of the debate. 

The motion was seconded by Dr. DAENGSVMG and supported by Dr. ШЕК. 

Decision: The motion was adopted by ten votes to three with two 
abstentions. ‘. . 

Dr. DCROLLE asked the Board to approve his request that the reference to 

New Guinea be deleted from document EB9/34 Add.l. . 

Decision： � 14 votes to three, the Board agreed to the request. 

The СШШМ then asked the Board to consider first the request of the 

Italian Government that the territory of SoKa
v
iland under its administration be 

included in the Eastern Mediterranean Region， to which the territories under 

British and French administration respectively had already been assigned, and 

then the request of the Danish•Government that Greenland be included in the 

European Region. 
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A lengthy discussion followed, during which several members expressed 

their views j, some stating that there was not yet sufficient information 

available to enable the Board to make a recommendation to the Health Assembly. 

Dr. HAYEK, considering that the two territories should be dealt with at the 

same time, proposed that a recommendation be made to the Health Assembly that the 

applications be granted. 

The proposal was seconded by Mr. CALEERWOOD. 

Dr. K/iRUNARATNE felt that there was not sufficient information available with 

respoct to Greenland to enable the Board to take a.decision, and proposed that 

the Secretariat be asked to nake a further study and report to the next session 

of the Board. 

The proposal was seconded by Dr. ALLWOOD-P/JIEDES, who suggested that 

information be sought from the Danish Government. 
* 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that there was no statistical information readily 

available concerning the economic and other relations between Greenland and North 

/®erica on the one hand and between Greenland and Europe on the other, but 

according to general knowledge all other contacts - cultural, civil transportation, 

etc. - were with Europe. .. 

Dr. HOJER recoranended that the Board recommend the proposal in respect of 

Greenland to the Health Assembly. 
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The CHAIRMAN, considering that the two territories should be treated 

separately, asked if tiie Board would agree to recommend that the Italian 

Government's request in respect of Somaliland be granted. 

Decision: The Board unanimously agreed to make the recommendation. 

Dr. HAYEK maintained his proposal for including Greenland in the European 

area, and the CHAIRMAN then put the two proposals to the vote, taking first the 

proposal of Dr. Karunaratne that further information be requested. 

Decisions: The proposal of Dr. Karunaratne was rejected Iqy 
nine votes to two m t h three abstentions. 

The proposal oí Dr. Hayek was adopted by 12 votes 
to three with two abstentions. 

Professor PARISOT took the Chair. 

2. TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS AT FUTURE HEALTH ASSEMBLIES: Item 6 of the Agenda 
(Document EB9/87) • 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that, in accordance with the decision of the Fourth 

World Health Assembly (resolution ¥HA4.9 ) that the technical discussions held 

during its session be continued at subsequent Health Assemblies, the Executive 

Board át its eighth session had Selected the subjects for such discussions at ths 

Fifth World Health Assembly (resolution EB8.R24), He then opened discussion on 

document EB9/87, relating to the preparations for the discussions. 
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Professor C/iMPERIA，referring to the two subjects proposed for discussion, 

said that, although there was a proposal to limit each discussion group to 

20 iiiombers, there was no reference in the document to the composition of the 

groups and the type of discussion� he asked for further information. 

D r . CHU^ Chief, Public Health Administration Section, at the Chairman
1

 s 

request， explained that the document had been intended as a brief report on the 

preparatory steps taken for the technical discussions, in accordance with the, 

resolution adopted by the Board at its eighth session• The first day would be 

devoted to presentation of the economic value of preventive medicine, to be 

followed on the next day, or days, by more detailed discussion on the methodology 

of health protection of local areas. 

Á working party had been set up to do the preparatory work and, as a result 

of its discussions, a circular letter had been sent to Member Governmonts, 

giving background information on the second part of the proposed discussion. 

It was hoped that by the end of February sufficient replie s would have been 

received for the Secretariat to have the necessary information to make an 

analysis and prepare a docunant and provisional agenda, which would be submitted 

for consideration and approval to the Fifth World Health Assembly as a basis 

for the technical discussions. •“ 

Regarding the first topic of the discussion, as the Executive Board had 

clearly wished it to bo devoted to a general presentation^ and in the light 



of the experience gained at the Fourth World Health Assembly, it had been 

suggested that an evening session be organized for the presentation of the 

subject of the economic value of preventive medicine, for which Professor 

Winslaw's monograph would form the basis of discussion* 

The working party had further suggested, in order to present every aspect, 

social and economic as well as public-health, that it might bo advisable to 

invite one or more experts to speak on social and economic problems as related 

to public-healthy thus providing information additional to that presented in ‘ 

the monograph.. 

Dr • Chu said that the question of the identity and number of speakers to 

be invited had not been considered. 

Professor CANAPERIA, referring to the last sentence but one of the report 

before the Boards asked how the groups, which were to be limited to. 20 members, 

were to be divided，and how many groups there would be. 

Dr. CHU said that the decision to limit groups to 20 nciabsrs 

had been based on the experience of the last Health Assembly, where it had been 

found that free exchange cf views and spontaneous discussion were not feasible 

in larger groups• Facilities would be available for five groups of 20 

participants• The subject-matter to be discussed by the groups would depend on 

the information submitted by Member Governments ̂  it was therefore impossible to 

draw up an agenda at the present time. It was hoped that all the information 
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would have been received by the end of February, which would permit the 

Secretariat to draw up a preliminary agenda for submission to the Assembly. 

Professor S A P E R I A said that it had been easy to divide the subject chosen 

for technical discussions at the Fourth Health Assembly into separate parts for 

discussion by different groups j he did not see how the present subject could be 

.so divided. 

Dr. QONZÂLFZ said that he appreciated the point raised by Professor 

Canaperia. He suggested that it might be possible to set up small working groups 

and. to refer to them certain matters such as health protection for rural 

x

ÎScçaû.ations j if one group were to discuss this question, another group might 

discuss health protection for urban populations. The former question was of the 

greatest importance to many countries and, particularly, to those of Latin 

America. 

Dr. ERAVO emphasized the importance of the remarks of Dr. Gonzalez and 

supported his proposal. 
* 

Dr. van den BERG said there were various ways in which the subject could be 

divided among the various groups. He suggested that/ bearing in mind the 

proposal^of Dr. Gonzalez and the factor of language, it night be possible to set 

up three groups, English-, French- and Spanish-speaking, each of which would 

discuss, either as a vrtaole or in two sub-groups,, health protection of (a) rural 

populations and (b) urban populations. 



.
D r <

 HOJER proposed that the document before the Board should be approved 

without amendment. He suggested, however, that it m i � t be well for the groups 

to produce reports and unite in a plenary session at the end of the technical 

discussions to consider them. 

It was explained that this was the procedure envisaged. 

D r

' HURTADO said that the technical discussions at the Fourth World Health 

Assembly had had little of an academic nature about them, and yet he felt that 

this should have been one of their most valuable characteristics. He was glad 
‘

 4

 • . . . ‘ 

to see that a more abstract topic had been chosen for the technical discussions 

at the Fifth World Health Assembly, since this would permit a more academic 

approach. He believed that the best procedure would be for official statements 

and the statements of officially invited speakers to be made and discussed in 

plenaiy session� . subsequently, groups could be set up to discuss useful 

applications of the doctrines evolved. He agreed with Dr. Gonzalez in 

emphasizing the importance of health protection in rural areas; Venezuela waâ 

an excellent example of the success of preventive medicine in such areas, 

particularly in the eradication of malaria, and the main item for consideration 

at the first Inter-American Sanitary Congress, to be held this year, would be 

health protection in rural areas. He agreed that the groups participating in 

the technical discussions should be limited to about 20 members. ‘ 

The CHAIRMAN said he was sure the Director-General would note the 

suggestions which had been made and, bearing these in mind, would make as 

satisfactory arrangements as had been made for technical discussions at the 



last Health Assembly. He agreed with Dr. Hîîjer and Dr. Hurtado about the neces-

sity for a plenary session, as well as working groups, for the technical ‘ 

discussions� by that procedure, it would be possible to receive reports on 

detailed aspects of the subject and a report which would give a general, picture of 

the discussion. He proposed, therefore, that the Secretariat should be left to 

make the arrangements for the technical discussions but that it should be requested 

to send the preliminary agenda, as soon as it was drawn up, to members of the 

Board for their comment. 

Dr. PADUA asked vfriether the Director-General would include in the preliminary 

agenda any reference to debilitating diseases such as malaria, tuberculosis and 

malnutrition. He was prompted to ask this question because these factors must 

influcncc the cost of preventivo medicine and he understood that an evaluation of 

preventive medicine must be based, in monetary terms, on the cost to the 

individual on the one hartd and the state on the other. 

Dr. CHU said that the purpose of the circular letter- had been precisely to 

secure infoimation on costs of local health services. It was not intended to 

refer to malaria, tuberculosis and malnutrition as such but these subjects would be 

Considered within the framework of discussions on health services for local areas. 

Dr. GONZALEZ asked for the preliminary agenda to be circulated not only to the 

members of the Board but also to the health administrations of Member States so 

that delegates to the Health Assembly couLd consider carefully beforehand the 

matters to be discussed. He had one further point he wished to raise: the health 

administration in Venezuela had not understood from the circular letter that infor-

mation on particular campaigns against disease should be included in its reply� 

he would like further clarification from the Secretariat^ 
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D r

* KilRUmMTNE asked for information regarding tho cost of holding the tech-

nical discussions• 
« 

D r , CHU said that the exact figure was not available, but it would include 

three additional days of session for the Health Assembly and the expenses for the 

invited speakers. 

» 1 

The CHAIRMAN said that he had been informed by the Secretariat that note had 
• • 

been taken of the first point raised by Dr. Gonzalez； as to the second, it would 

be carefully considered. He proposed that docment EB9/87 should be approved on 

the understanding that the Director-General would bear in mind the different 

suggestions and observations which had been made, concerning it. He thanked Dr. 

Chu for the information he had given. . 

Decision; The proposal of the Chairman was adopted. 

PROBLEMS: Item 11 of the Agenda (documents ЕВ9Д6, EB9/69, EB9/96, 

The CHAIRM/Ш said that the reprosentative of the United Nations had asked for 

an opportunity to make a statement on this matter; he therefore gave him the floor. 

Mr, PICKARD, Representative of the United Nations, said that in view of the 

groat interest of the United Nations (exemplified by its Population Commission and 

in other ways) in tiie probloms of population, the Secretary-General thought that the 

Executive Board of Ш0 might like to hear an explanation concerning the natm-e of 

this interest. Accordingly the Population Division of the UN Secretariat had asked 

Mr. Halvor Gillé, a member of that division, to come to Geneva for this purpose. 

Mr, GILLE, Social Affairs Officer, Population Division, United Nations, said 

that he was grateful for the opportunity to attend this meeting of the 

Executive Board and to review the working relationships between TOO and the 
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Population Division in the field of population. The Economic and Social 

Council of the United Nations adopted, at its third session, the following 

terms of reference for the Population Commission: 

The Population Commission shall arrange for studies and advise the 

Council on: 

(a) Population chaag08, the factors associated with such changes
} 

and the policies designed to influence these factors j 

(b) Inter-relationships of economic and social conditions and 

population trends ; 

(
c
) Migratory movements of population, and factors associated with 

such movements\ 

(d) Aoy other population problems oil vhich the principal or subsidiary 

organs of the United Nations or the specialized agencies may 

seek advice• 
• . . . • ‘ , - •, . • . 

WHO, hovever, was obviously also concerned vith certain kinds of population 

problems. In order to avoid, overlapping and to establish close co-operation, 

correspondence was continuing at the secretariat level between the Population 

Division of the United Nations and WHO. 

The Population Division had made certain suggestions with regard to the 

future working relationships with WHO, in three major fields: mortality studies, 

fertility studies and technical, assistance, WHO was concerned vith mortality 

as a problem of public health and medicine； the United Nations vas concerned 

with it as a factor of population change and with its economic and social 

consequences. A definite division of responsibilities would probably Ъе 

.•unworkable,, but the following areas of concentration might Ъе suggested: for WHO, 

studies of tbe causes of illness and death and of the means of controlling 



disease and reducing mortality rates - these topics involved primarily questions 

of medicine and of public health� for the United Nations, studies of the 

influence of mortality upon population trends and of the social and economic 

causes and consequences of variations in mortality - these studies were 

inseparable from the UN programe of research on the social and economic aspects 

of population problems, The United Nations was concerned, vith fertility as an 

important factor of population change. 

It would seem to be in line with the general intereets of WHO to study the 

medical and health aspects of fertility. Accordingly, the folloving division 

of responsibilities might be suggested: for WHO, studies of health problems 

resulting from excess fertility, medical aspects of the methods of family 

limitation and causes and treatment of sterility； for the United Nations, studies 

of the social, ecShomic and psychological factors affecting fertility, the 

effects of variations in fertility upon population trends and upon social and. 

economd.o conditions, aítíl the methods of meaevirliig the eiTectiveness of means of 

family limitation. 

In the field of technical assistance the division of responsibilities should 

parallel that in the field of research� the following areas of concentration 

were suggested: for WHO, assistance in establishing and eonducting clinics 

providing contraceptive information and advice, where such assistance was 

requested by governments, and experiments regarding the effioacy of methods frcm 

a medical point of yUv¡ for the United Nat ions, assistance in ptotaining basic 

social, екопои1с and demographic information for determination and iaplementatloa 

of population policies, the planning of records of the ej^perience of any clinics 
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which might be established or experiments which might Ъе conducted with the 

assistance of WHO and assistance to governments in analyzing data so obtained. 

It was obvious that vork in this field should be so co-ordinated tatween the tvo 

i 

agencies as to constitute a single project. 

There were many studies in which co-operation botveen WHO and the United 

Nations vould Ъе very p o r t a n t j he would like to refer now to two studies 

outlined in document EB?/l6. In collaboration vith the Indian Government, the 

United Hâtions Population Commission intended to undertake two types of 

investigation (document EB9/l6, page 5, sub-paragraphs (1) and (2) at the top 

of the page). An exemination of available statistics had act yet been initiated. 

Field studies had been in course of preparation for some time and would Ъе 

carried out as sample surveys. The site chosen for the investigations vas 

Mysore, vhich vas a compact geographical and political unit vith a population of 

atout seven million persons - a unit vhich epitomized the average agricultural 

and industrial development in India. The field survey, at present, covered 

only certain zones of the State and its results would not therefore make it 

.possible to estimate the birth and death rates for the entire State
}
 the Indian 

Government, however, looked upon the project as a continuing one and it was 

likely that the survey would Ъе extended to the remaining areas of Mysore in the 

near future. Three sets of ache^ules would be used in the field survey, as 

follows: a household schedule, a. fertility schedule, and a village schedule, 

The purpose of the household schedule and the items to Ъе included in it 

were outlined in document EB9/l6, page 3. Pre-testing of this schedule had 

taken place in certain areas during August and September 1951� " seemed that 

births and deaths had been reported with considerable accuracy but a final report 



of the pre-test results was not yet available. The full survey on this schedule 

would start during the present- month« The purpose of the fertility scheduled 

vas outlined in document EB9/l6, pages 3 to it should be noted that it was 

planned to include in this survey q detailed pregnancy history, information on 

attempts at family limitation and questions on knowledge of methods of family 

limitation. The survey on this schedule would presumably begin next month and 

would Ъе applied to a sub-somple of women married only once between the ages 

of 18 and 55. An outline of the survey on the village schedule was given in 

document EB9/16, page 

The United Nations Population Commission expected that the survey In India 

Xould be the forerunner of several similar surveys. In the report of its 

sixth session, adopted Ъу the Economic and Social Council, the following request 

was made to the Secretary-General: 

"(Within the limit of the resources avai-lable) : To explore the 
possibilities of undertaking similar studies at the request of governments 
of Member States and in collaboration vith the governments .concerned 
and with UHESCO^ WHO and other interested specialized agencies and 
international organizations, in areas vhere consideration of demographic 
problems is of great importance in connexion with economic and.social 
develdpnient programmes„" (Section A, II, paragraph 15 (c)) 

Another field in which close co-operation between the United Nations and 

WHO was important vas that of the pilot studies on the acceptability and 

effectiveness of the safe period method of family limitation, carried out in 

India vith the assisrtance of WHO (EB9 /96). The Population Division of the 

United Nations considered it of importance that the results should be measured 

to obtain positive knowledge on the acceptability of this method to Indian 

married couples„ It would not Ъе possible to measure the results of an 

experiment such as this unless there were a control group as well as the 
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experimental one. It was desirable to select a group of control villages 

similar to those in which the co-operating couples lived5 a conçarison of 

the changes in the experimental group vith those in the control group would show 

what had been accomplished by this method of family limitation. 

The United Nations Office for Population Studies in India under 

Dr. Chandrasekaran vould Ъе willing to assist in the selection of a control 

group to match the experimental group and in the planning of the analytical 

procedure but, since his resources vere limited； It might Ъе necessary to obtain 

further assistance. 

T o
 conclude, it was certain that both WHO and the United Nations vould 

benefit from active collaboration in studies relating to demographic matters 

The practice initiated in the xnfauc mortality project of joint studies to which 

each agency contributed parts relating to the subjects in its fields of interest 

could advantageously be continued» The Population Division of the United 

Nations vould velcome contributions from VJHO to studies such as that planned 

o n
 mortality in relation to population trends in the Par East and would gladly 

reciprocate Ъу contributing to WHO reports dealing, for example
;
 vith the 

demographic effects of public health p r o g r _ e s . Full collaboration should Ъе 

ensured Ъу consultation at the planning stage on projects which might overlap 

the field of interest of the other agency. She Population Commission had already 

at its last session mentioned a great many projects which should Ъе carried out 

in consultation with WHO (ЕВв/50̂  page 3). Further consideration might also 

Ъе given to the possibilities of collaboration in health demonstration area 

projects. 



The CHAIEMAN thanked Mr, Gillé for his very Interesting statement. He 

reminded the Board that resolution. ЕБ8.В56 of the Executive Board requested the 

Director-General to study the health aspects of population problems and that ' 

there were various documents on this subject� members of the Board would 

probably also have read,, in the epidemiological and demographic reports
;
 a 

series of interesting studies 011 the evolution of mortality and of the birth rate� 

he considered therefore that discussion could be opened on the subject. 

Dr. ALIVISATOS said that the agestión before the Board was one vhich affected 

the very existence of the human race j an official decision on the approach 

to these problems for one part of the world could not but have general 

repercussions. .He congratulated the Regional Conanittee for South-East Asia 

:on its report .but he had one criticism to make - the subject seemed to have been 

studied only from the vievpoint of an excessive birth rate. It was justly 

stressed in the report that, up to the beginning of the present century^ .the 

birth rate had been influenced almost solely Ъу the death rate j since then 

it had been influenced by various other factors. It vas not possible fully to 

understand, as yet the lavs which governed these factors ; the fact remained, 

however^ that th.ey were often more influential than the decrease in the death, rate, 

Furthermore there vas one other factor which was rarely mentioned - love for 

children, which was always particularly noticeable in races which were .strong 

from the biological point of view. One thing was coamon to the influences 

exercised by the death rate and the other factors - they could not be controlled 

Ъу the individual； yet the principal proposal of this report was that each 

individual be given the power to control the birth rate according to hie own 

vishesj this would obviously involve a reversal of the natural order of things. 



An excess birth rate must never be oonsidered Ъу itself; it must always 

be vieved in relation to the probabilities of survival、and of average life. 

The lengthening of tt̂ e average life was due not only to decreases in infantile 

mortality but also to decreases in morbidity, tut survival tables showed that 

the relationship betveen th^ numbers of children and of old people had decreased 

from seven, or eight children for one old person to four children) in many 

countries �this obviously meant that the population was growing older
д 

particularly in civilized cmmtries, It might be that an unavoidable 

consequence of the introduction of contraceptive methods vould be the aging 

of the race. He believed that to introduce those methods to under-developed 

peoples was tantamount to giving them weapons vith which to commit suicide. 

The only method, in his opinion， of dealing vith population problems was to 

raise the level of life� this was a slov procedure but it was not in conflict 

with natural law. 

He proposed therefore that the question of excess birth rate should Ъе 

considered in concjunction with the increase in average life in the countries 

concerned and the classification Ъу age of their population� out of these 

studies^ a way should be found to diminish the birth rate, without damaging 

the biological force of the country or accelerating the aging of its 

population. 

Dr. HAYEK said that the Board had already considered this matter^ as 

evidenced by resolution EB8.B56; it vas unquestionably a problem of great 

importance. He considered that it had tvo main aspects - medico-social and 

economic. With regard to the first aspect, he drew the attention of the Board 



to the views expressed by the Indian Planning Commission^ quoted in document 

ЕБ9/16, pages 10 and 11； these wishes had been partially realized and this 

fact seemed to exclude any recourse to other means of limiting the excessive 

growth of populations. Yet it was doubtful whether excess population was the 

only reason which prevented people from attaining a sufficiently high standard 

of life and； even if it -were certain, it vas questionable vhether sterilization 

and contraception were methods which should Ъе recommended by WHO, He personally 

believed that they should be rejected as harmful to the health of woman and 

contrary to the laws of nature. It was not necessary to go into detail regarding 

the harm caused to the feminine organism by mechanical and chemical agents, but it 

might be timely to recall that medico-psychic troubles often resulted and that 

the entire nervous system was frequently affected. Contraceptive practices 

caused married couples to lose sight of the true aim of their union, and if, in 

spite of precautions, there was a pregnancy^ they were not reluctant to consider 

,abortion. 

In addition to these considerations, it must Ъе remembered that the dignity 

of the union between man and woman vas inçaired Ъу these practices and was reduced 

to the level of the satisfaction. r,f an instinct so that the very foundation of 

marriage was destroyed in the replacement of family duty by physical pleasure. 

This vas not a cause to which the Organization should give its assistance. 

Even if the experiment of family planning achieved the anticipated results in 

India, it vould not be any cause for satisfaction* Instead of trying to teach, 

practices vhich went against nature, efforts should be made to strengthen the 

willpower of men so that^ when, economic； medical or social circumstances made it 

necessary； they could practise the safe period form of family limitation, vhich 

vas cómpletely harmless « 



From the economic aspect of the problem^ he believed that, although the 

increase in the birthrate had outpaced economic production in certain regions
; 

it -ms not true to say that it had outpaced the possibilities of production. 

The economio situation of under-developed countries was certainly worse than it 

should be, considering the potential vaalth present； but this was mainly due 

to financial or material obstacles, such as the lack of necessary capital or the 

monopolization of fortune in tbe hands of a fev people
 é
 There vere certainly 

natural and artificial sources of production vhich could still Ъе exploited^ and 

even an increasing population could find the means to reach a higher level of 

life if the assistance of specialized agencies
;
 national authorities and 

philanthropic organizations vere concentrated on making education videspread and 

on ameliorating the general economic and social situation. Efforts which had 

already Ъееп made shored vhat could be achieved^ Therefore the problem vas not 

a purely material one； it vas also a moral one. Family limitation, if it vere 

necessary in certain countries^ should be achieved by means vhich vere not 

contrary to nature^ but other methods vere ruecessary to achieve a higher standard 

of life for these populations « He believed that a mixed committee of experts 

should be set up to considar these problems and that its members should Ъе drawn 

from all the interested agencies : the United Nations Population Commission， 

UNESCO
л
 ILO, the Technical Assistance Board and the Economic and Social Council. 

He proposed therefore*that the Board should adopt the folloving resolution: 

The Executive Board 

Referring to its resolution which deals with population 
problems ； 

Considering the importance of this question. 



TAKES NOTE cf documents EB9/16 and EB9/96, which contain information 
supplied by the Director-General3 

INVITES the Director-General to make a detailed report to the Board 
regarding the technical aspect of the problem of family planning; 

PROPOSES at the same time to the Fifth World Health Assembly that it 
should recommend to the United Nations, and in particular to the Economic 
and Social Council^ that this question should be studied actively.in co-
operation with the specialized agencies concerned, and that it suggest to 
ECOSOC the establishment of a joint committee of experts selected by the 
United Nations and the specialized agencies, 

Professor CANAFERIA said that it would appear that WHO was now at a crossroads 

in health policy and was faced with an important decision on a matter of some 

delicacy, the répercussion,s of which were certain to be widespread. He did not 

intend to make a further examination of document EB9/16, since this had already 

been done by the previous speakers
¿
 but he wished to make one observation. There 

was a reference in the document to stérilisation as a method of contraception. 

Sterilization was not only contrary to the beliefs of тацу countries, which con-
• • * 

sidered it an assault on the individuality of the human person, but evoked 

memories -of practices carried out, not on medical grounds, but for racial and 

political reasons. He wished, however, to deal with the subject from the legal 

and constitutional point of vievi, A proposal that an expert committee be set up 

to study population problems, especially in relation to unduly heavy increases, 

had been submitted to the Third Yforld Health Assembly and had been rejected, after 

considerable discussion, by 30 votes to 1, There was no question as to the 

general opinion of the Assembly on that occasion, as could be seen from the reports 

of the discussion in Official Records N0» 28, It had been stated that family 

planning was contra^ to the beliefs of various nations and that it was not merely 

a health question but involved soci. я!̂  morale economic and political aspects. 
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Yet, in the document before the Soard, it was stated that WHO was engaged in a 

pilot study, in collaboration with the Governn^nt of India, on family planning; 

this was strange in view of tho clearly oxprossed wishes of the Third World Health 

Assembly, Under these circmstances, he considered that the Board was not in a 

position to take алу decision in this matter; the question nast be referred to 

the Health Assembly. The p o l i � laid down by tlm Third World Health Assembly was 

that WHO should collaborate with the United Nations in the field of demographyj 

it was clcarly not intended that УШО should adopt a position in the matter which 

was at varianco with the Assembly's expressed wishes. He could not, therefore, 

accept the draft resolution submitted by Dr, Hayek, and requested that the 

Director-Goneral submit a detailed study to the Health Asseirfcly, 

After various speakers had moved that discussion be adjourned until the 

statement made by Mr, Gillé was available in writing, a proposal was made that 

this statuent be included verbatim in a docuKjentj this proposal was put to the 

vote and rejected. A further proposal was made that a brief sximmaiy of the 

statement should bo circulated; this was also put to the vote and rejected. 

It was finally agreed that the relevant portion of the minutes of the nesting 

should be used as a working paper, when discussion was reopened» 

The CHAIRMAN then thanked the representatives of the United Nations for their 

contribution to the discussion on this matter; the close attention devoted to it 

by the Board should prove the Board's considerable interest and earnest desire to 

assist in finding a solution to these problems. 

The meeting rose at I«10 p«m» 


